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CREATING THE UK’S HYDROGEN
INFRASTRUCTURE
There is an increasing amount of cheap off peak electricity becoming available from wind,
solar and marine energy sources. This can be surplus electricity from the grid or it can be
generated on site. This electricity has little value at off peak times, so it can be used to
make inexpensive hydrogen with the new electrolysers which are becoming available.

HYDROGEN
STATION
OPENS AT SWINDON
The UK’s first open access hydrogen vehicle
refuelling station has been officially opened
at Honda’s manufacturing facility in Swindon. Built and operated by industrial gases
company BOC, a member of The Linde
Group, the venture is the result of a partnership between Honda, BOC and economic
development company Forward Swindon.
The new station is open to anyone
developing or using hydrogen-powered
vehicles. It can fill vehicles at both 350 bar
and 700 bar, the two standard filling pressures adopted by the world’s major vehicle
manufacturers.

Based in the grounds of Honda UK Manufacturing in Swindon, the station aims to
encourage the development of
both
hydrogen-powered vehicles – such as the
Honda FCX Clarity fuel cell car seen above
– and the refuelling infrastructure to support
them. It also creates a strategic link half
way along the M4 between London and
Swansea. As a fully operational, commercial-scale station using tested technology, it
is a solution that can be replicated across
the country and so create the essential network necessary for the widespread uptake
of hydrogen-powered transport.

Among the many innovations of the new
station is that it can fill vehicles ‘back-toback’ from a bank of hydrogen cylinders.
This means that vehicles can be filled one
after another without having to wait for
more hydrogen to be generated.
Another feature is the design: it looks just
like a conventional filling station and the
time to fill a vehicle is comparable with
conventional fuels. The Honda FCX Clarity,
for example, takes less than five minutes.
For the consumer the experience should be
very similar to refuelling at a normal petrol
station.
Speaking at the opening of the facility,
Richard Kemp-Harper, Lead Technologist
for Transport and Energy at the Technology
Strategy Board, said: “The change from
conventional transport systems to sustainable, low carbon alternatives is one that
can only be made through businesses and
government working in partnership to develop innovative solutions. This new refuelling station gives a real glimpse of the role
hydrogen can play in practice. It is a great
example of the kind of collaboration and
innovation we need.”
Mike Huggon, Managing Director of BOC in
the UK and Ireland, said: “This is the first
commercial scale, open-access station in
the UK. It demonstrates that we can build
the infrastructure needed to establish a
hydrogen-powered transport system. But
even with private and public support – as
we have here in Swindon – we need Government commitment to make this work
across the country as a whole. We can
provide the tools but the Government has
to create the policy framework in which we
can build the low carbon infrastructure of
tomorrow.”

Ian Piper, Chief Executive of economic
development company Forward Swindon,
said: “I’m proud that we have been involved in such an exciting public-private
partnership. Forward Swindon was the
initiator of this project and brought together the funding: it’s a great example
of how innovative projects can come to
life in the UK, even in a recession. Swindon’s strategic location makes it the natural home for new transport technologies,
and I’m confident this facility will encourage a growing interest and take up.”

Thomas Brachmann, Head of Electrical
Powertrain R&D at Honda, seen here at
the opening, commented: “Hydrogen
fuel cell technology is the ultimate transport solution; meeting environmental demands but also delivering the range and
performance that customers expect. The
co-operation on this project between vehicle manufacturers like Honda, infrastructure providers like BOC and the public
sector can be
a blueprint for future
development.”
To view a video of the
hydrogen station in action, please visit:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmrcfNQZT4

SWINDON’S MAYOR VISITS
HYDROGEN STATION
Swindon’s role in promoting a low carbon
sustainable economy was highlighted
when the town’s Mayor, Councillor Ray
Ballman, made an official visit to the new
hydrogen refuelling station. It is available
to all developers and operators of hydrogen vehicles, after registration and
training from BOC.
The Mayor commented: “This is the first commercial-scale,

open access station and we are so
pleased it is in Swindon. Swindon’s position on the M4 corridor makes this hydrogen station well situated. Car manufacturing is very important to Swindon and this
will help build Swindon’s future economy.”
BOC’s Innovation Manager, Nick Rolf,
showed the Mayor how easy the refuelling station is to operate. “For the consumer, refuelling a hydrogen-powered car
will be very similar to his or her
normal
experience of filling a petrol or diesel
vehicle – even if there is some sophisticated engineering behind it all!
This
station demonstrates that refuelling
stations are available today to fuel the
transport systems of tomorrow.”
The Chief Engineer at the Honda facility,
Mike Godfrey OBE, added: “At Honda we
are committed to the development of
sustainable, low carbon mobility.
The
refuelling station is a statement of intent:
hydrogen vehicles need refuelling networks and this station is a prime example
of how we can build a network to meet
the needs of hydrogen powered vehicles
like Honda’s FCX Clarity.”

RENEWABLE HYDROGEN
ENERGY ‘SUPPLY CHAIN’
BOC is also collaborating in a UK Government-funded project with other top
names in the field of renewable energy.
The project – known as rabh2 – is a collaboration between Arcola Energy, RE
Hydrogen and BOC. Backed by the UK
Technology Strategy Board, the project
aims to create a manufacturing and distribution network for low-carbon hydrogen
and a suite of fuel cell systems that use
the hydrogen to power a wide range of
products. When fully operational, it will
create the UK’s first renewable hydrogen
energy
end-to-end
‘supply
chain’.
The process will use a groundbreaking
5kW electrolyser – developed by RE Hydrogen – that reduces the capital cost of
set-up by a remarkable 90%. The plan is to
carry out a technical and commercial
feasibility study which is intended to lead
to installation of an electrolyser at a BOC
production facility in the UK.
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Because the capital cost is so much lower, the
team will be able to afford to power the electrolyser with ‘green’ – but more expensive –
electricity. The hydrogen produced will be
used in a wide range of fuel cells built by
Arcola Energy at their factory in East London.
Dr Ben Todd, Managing Director of Arcola Energy said: “Arcola Energy is developing a wide
range of end-user customisable fuel cell solutions which give significant cost and carbon
savings through efficient use of energy. The
rabh2 project completes the package through
the supply of convenient, cost-effective hydrogen fuel generated from renewable sources”.
Dr Amitava Roy, RE Hydrogen CEO said: “As
80% of the cost of producing hydrogen with RE
Hydrogen electrolysers is affected by current
electricity prices compared to only 25-35% for
other electrolyser companies, we can reduce
the cost of green hydrogen by using the surplus renewable electricity as a means of grid
balancing services.” Steve Thompson, BOC
Business Manager added: “As a member of
The Linde Group, BOC is committed to investing in hydrogen as an energy carrier for the
future, as the recent launch of our hydrogen
filling station at Swindon demonstrates.
Electrolytically-generated hydrogen will be an
important part of the future clean energy mix
and the rabh2 project could play a key role in
taking this to the next stage.”

HYDROGEN CYLINDER
POWER FUEL CELLS.

new
cylinder brings widespread application
a step closer,” said Stewart Dow, Packaged
Energy Manager at BOC.
Hymera, the world's first portable hydrogen
fuel cell power source that is commercially
available, is increasingly used in lighting
projects. David Isherwood, Hire & Technical
Director of the White Light Ltd, one of the UK’s
largest live event lighting companies, has
been offering Hymera to customers over the
last year. “We have been using a number of
Hymera fuel cell power generators built into a
self-contained off-grid lighting system.
It is
easy to set up and operate and the units have
performed very well. Our customer base has
responded positively to the innovative technology, finding many applications for it.” The
new cylinder could keep a modern laptop
powered for almost a week of continuous
usage. www.boconline.co.uk

HRH THE DUKE OF YORK
BACKS HYDROGEN

TO

BOC has launched
a new
lightweight
hydrogen cylinder containing the same
amount of energy as 10 car batteries. It will
provide the energy source for the Hymera fuel
cell generator which was launched last year
by BOC. Hymera is used in an array of low
energy,
high
efficiency
applications.
“Hydrogen has long been vaunted as the fuel
source of the future. Now, with products like
Hymera and the new cylinder, BOC is making
the hydrogen economy a reality.
Hymera is already being used in commercially
viable applications for the rail, construction
and
security industries. The launch of the

HRH the Duke of York visited ITM Power’s
factory and hydrogen refuelling station in
Sheffield. He is seen here with ITM Chairman,
Prof Roger Putnam. The Duke said that it is a
privilege to help companies like ITM Power to
promote their technology around the world.
Clean energy and hydrogen in particular will
be high growth markets in the years to come
and the UK must be in a position to exploit its
technology globally. www.itm-power.com

IMPRESSIVE
CELL CARS

PERFORMANCE

ECOVELOCITY 2011
Ecovelocity 2011, a low carbon motor festival,
was held in September at Battersea Power
Station, London. This event was presented in
association with EDF Energy and was supported by the Mayor of London, Transport for
London and several other organizations. Most
of the event was concerned with batterypowered and hybrid vehicles but there were
also two fuel cell cars – the Honda FCX Clarity
and the Hyundai ix35 FCEV. The advanced
stage of development of these two fuel cell
cars is impressive.

Edward Bacon, son of F.T.Bacon the pioneer
in fuel cell development, visited the demonstration. He is shown here with the Hyundai.
He and his family were given a demonstration
drive in the Hyundai and were struck by the
quietness and the remarkable acceleration
of an electrically powered car.
The Honda FCX Clarity stores hydrogen at 350
bar and has a range of 270 miles, whereas
the Hyundai ix35 FCEV stores hydrogen at 700
bar and has a range of 360 miles. Both cars
have PEM fuel cells and associated lithiumion batteries which are used when the vehicles start and for storing energy by regenerative braking. The Honda FCX Clarity made its
debut on British roads in September 2010. This
is not a concept or experimental prototype
but a fully certified vehicle built on a factory
line like any other model.

OF

FUEL

Since 2008 Honda have been leasing out
their Clarity fuel cell cars in Japan
and
California. In the US leasing the Clarity now
costs about $600 per month. Honda has now
opened the first public hydrogen refuelling
station in the United Kingdom at their factory
in Swindon just off the M4. Honda and Hyundai hope to launch their fuel cell cars commercially in 2015. www.ecovelocity.co.uk

NEW FUEL CELL HYBRID

Microcab’s next-generation hybrid machine
brings together expertise from the automotive
and motorsport industries, incorporating a
chassis designed by Delta Motorsport and
Microcab and engineered by Lotus. For its
power source the H2EV features a Serenergy
Serenus 3kW fuel cell system whose modules
comprise the fuel cell, its control system and
power-conditioning circuitry to charge the
vehicle battery.
This hybrid powertrain
combines the power capability of a Lithiumion battery with the energy capability of a
hydrogen fuel cell to achieve
excellent
vehicle performance with ultra-low energy
usage and zero emissions.
This four-seat, multi-purpose H2EV Microcab
can be used as a car, a light van or a taxi,
and has been designed to use either a hydrogen fuel cell powertrain or a pure battery EV
drive, depending on the user's requirements
and their access to a hydrogen refuelling
infrastructure. www.microcab.co.uk
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HEREFORDSHIRE AND SHROPSHIRE TO
TEST DRIVE FUEL CELL CARS
Two neighbouring English counties have
signed a ground-breaking deal that will see
30 highly efficient hydrogen fuel-cell powered cars test-driven on their roads and
streets in 2012/13 in a year long pilot
scheme. Riversimple, the Ludlow based sustainable car company, has made an agreement with Shropshire and Herefordshire
Councils that will see them cooperate in
finding both private citizens and organisations to test drive the vehicles and locate
and staff suitable refuelling points.

the exhaust, although to achieve true “zero
emission”
credentials the fuel must be
produced from renewable energy sources.
Customers will not buy the cars outright. They
will pay a fixed monthly charge and an allinclusive per mile charge to use the vehicles,
similar to a mobile phone contract. The estimated monthly cost will be around £250 plus
a mileage fee, including fuel. Customers will
provide feedback both to improve the car
and the driving experience.
Hugo Spowers, the founder of Riversimple
who lives in Herefordshire, said: “We are delighted that Herefordshire and Shropshire
have been chosen as they are forward thinking and environmentally aware rural counties situated on the Welsh borders, making
them ideal areas in which to operate a pilot
in parallel with our city trial in Leicester. Like it
or not, the age of the fossil fuelled car is
nearing its end and for places like Herefordshire and Shropshire to be pioneers as we
look to the future is gratifying.”
Hugo
Spowers looked on as a visitor tested the car.

Representatives from Herefordshire and
Shropshire were shown the Riversimple car.
The counties are the second testing ground
to be announced by Riversimple, the other
being the city of Leicester. It is hoped that if
the trials are successful then the cars could
eventually be made in the area.
Riversimple’s two seat vehicle has already
been seen by thousands of people - the prototype is a centrepiece of the Science Museum in London’s Climate Science exhibition.
With a body made of lightweight composites
it weighs only 350kg and thanks to novel design principles is able to do the equivalent of
300 miles per gallon.
The new car, which is being redesigned by a
team headed by the design chief of the Fiat
500, will have a maximum cruising speed of
50 mph and a range on one tank of hydrogen of at least 200 miles. Hydrogen produces nothing but a few drops of water from

Riversimple is in the process of second round
fundraising, targeting £20 million from investors. The principal backer thus far, the family
of Ernst Piech, a member of the Porsche dynasty, are committed to participating. Keith
Barrow, Shropshire Council’s leader, said:
“We are pleased to be working with Herefordshire Council to support this innovative,
local
company. The two rural counties
provide the perfect place to test these cars
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and I hope that the trial will prove to be a
great success.” Ludlow MP Philip Dunne
added: “This is an exciting development for
Ludlow. To have a ground-breaking hydrogen fuel cell project in Shropshire, is another
example of how innovators in renewable
energy are choosing to operate from Ludlow. Shropshire has several motor component manufacturers supporting the motor
industry across the West Midlands and it is
encouraging to see the local
authorities in Shropshire and Herefordshire collaborating to encourage this exciting technical
innovation in fossil-fuel free transmission.”
Riversimple’s seven point strategy to eliminate the environmental impact of personal
mobility is given at the end of this article at
www.fuelcellpower.org.uk
and
at
www.riversimple.com

NEWS
INDUSTRY REPORT URGES
GOVERNMENT TO BACK
MICRO-CHP
Ceramic Fuel Cells Ltd has announced that
leading companies in the micro-CHP
(combined heat and power) sector have
launched a report highlighting how microCHP can actively contribute to the UK’s
transition to greener heat and power generation, if given the right support now.
Micro-CHP, a technology developed and
manufactured in the UK, can use the nation’s existing gas network and installer skills
to enable consumers to heat their homes
efficiently and at the same time
generate low-carbon power that can be used onsite or exported to the grid.
The report sets out a road-map demonstrating how micro-CHP could replace condensing boilers in the home heating market,
radically reducing household emissions.

However, micro-CHP is an emerging technology and wide and rapid deployment will
be crucial to achieving the necessary
economies of scale. The industry is convinced that the installation of over 1 million
micro-CHP units in the UK by 2020 is an
achievable and credible aspiration, but that
the right Government support will be the key
to making this happen.
A campaign is now underway for adjustments to be made to the existing policy
framework, notably:
raising the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) for
micro CHP to at least 15p/kWh
a commitment to continued support for micro-CHP after the initial
pilot of 30,000 units.
It is estimated that this would bear a cumulative policy cost of around £12.7 million until
the end of the spending review period in
April 2015, that is less than 2% of the total FiT
budget for this period. This would be
accompanied by gradual volume-based
tariff degression and eventual changes to
the Building Regulations to mandate an
emissions performance standard for new
domestic heating products by the end of
the decade, thus removing the need for
further subsidisation of micro-CHP. The report, commissioned by Calor, Baxi Group,
CFCL, E.ON, Ceres Power, British Gas and
Efficient Home Energy, can be seen at
www.jdsassociates.com.

CFCL ELIGIBLE FOR UK FEED
IN TARIFF
Ceramic Fuel Cells Ltd has also announced
that its BlueGen® Microgeneration Heat
and Power (mCHP) product has received
final
Microgeneration Certification
Scheme (MCS) product and factory accreditation, enabling BlueGen customers to
benefit from the UK government’s feed in
tariff
financial
incentive
scheme.
www.cfcl.com.au
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CLEAREDGE POWER EXPANDS MARKETS
FOR FUEL CELLS
ClearEdge Power, a manufacturer of highefficiency
stationary fuel cells based in
Hillsboro, Oregon, USA, has received further
investment of $73.5 million through the sale
of new shares. ClearEdge Power was established in 2003 in order to develop fuel cell
technology to meet the growing demand
for clean, efficient and cheaper energy as
oil prices rise and action is needed to reduce
global warming gases.
Russell Ford,
ClearEdge Power President and CEO, said:
“As a leading producer of
distributed
generation solutions for light commercial
applications, ClearEdge Power is changing
the way businesses across the world get their
energy.
This new investment provides the
capital necessary for ClearEdge Power to
build on our already strong foundation by
entering new markets, advancing our technology and
commercializing new products.” The financing follows a great deal of
success for ClearEdge Power, including yearon-year revenue growth of more than 480%.

ClearEdge Power has sold systems to a variety of industries – including multi-tenant
housing, hospitality, education, utilities, public sector and residential. These milestones
are helping the company expand to the
Northeastern United States and South Korea,

the latter spurred on by a 2010 deal with LS
Industrial Systems for a $40 million sale of
over 800 ClearEdge5 fuel cell units in Korea.

POWER
FOR
PALACE HOTEL

HISTORIC

LINC Housing, a non-profit company based
in Long Beach, is installing
two 5 kW
ClearEdge 5 fuel cells in a renovation project
at the Palace Hotel which will provide apartments for young people. The ClearEdge5
system will enable LINC Housing to save
money and reduce the impact of its apartment building on the environment by leveraging proprietary technology to cleanly and
efficiently convert natural gas into electricity
and heat.
“Six years ago, LINC Housing
made a
commitment to building sustainable housing,
and these fuel cells are certainly one of the
highlights of that effort”, said Hunter L. Johnson, LINC’s president and CEO. “People think
it’s not possible to bring new technology to
the homes we build; as a non-profit developer we are pleased to demonstrate that
with partnerships and perseverance it can
be done.” In addition to the ClearEdge
Power fuel cells, the building also has photovoltaic solar panels. The combination of
these alternative energies should allow the
project to generate the majority of the property’s electric demand on-site. The fuel cells
will also generate enough heat to meet
nearly all of the hot water demand for the
entire
building. Mike Upp, vice-president
of marketing at ClearEdge Power said: “We
work with a variety of different builders, from
high-end residential architects to affordable
housing developers, to bring smart energy to
businesses and homeowners today.
By
combining the
ClearEdge5 system with its
solar power implementation, the building will
get 100% of its heat and energy
from
alternative sources.
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CONTINUOUS,
EFFICIENT
POWER PRODUCTION

5 KW SCALABLE FUEL CELL
SYSTEM

Stone Edge Farm, an organic farm and winery located in California’s Sonoma Valley, is
using the ClearEdge5 system to advance its
energy efficiency and sustainability goals.
The 5 kW fuel cell system enables the farm to
significantly reduce the energy costs required to run a successful estate and vineyard. In particular, it reduces the energy required to run the farm’s irrigation system and
lights. Mac McQuown, proprietor of Stone
Edge Farm said: “A key to minimizing our
impact on the earth is determining energy
efficiency best practices that help meet the
operational needs of our
growing agricultural operations. ClearEdge Power has
been instrumental in helping us advance
towards this goal by providing a system that
significantly reduces our dependence on
traditional energy sources while dramatically lowering our carbon emissions.”

The ClearEdge5 is a 5-kilowatt fuel cell that
combines heat and power in a scalable solution that can meet the specific energy
needs of individual businesses.

By using the ClearEdge5 to provide
power and heat for
some
operational
functions,
Stone
Edge Farm expects
to save 49% on its
electricity bill and
reduce
carbon
dioxide emissions to
the environment by
24,000 pounds
annually.
The financial savings will allow the winery to
save more than $250,000 on total energy
costs over a 20-year period. In addition to
the clear financial benefits, Stone Edge
Farm chose the ClearEdge5 system for its
efficiency, ease-of-installation and overall
aesthetic value. Russell Ford said: “This
deployment clearly demonstrates the
economic and environmental benefits that
commercial and agricultural entities, like
farms and wineries, can achieve with on-site
continuous power systems such as the
ClearEdge5. By providing efficient and 24/7
access to clean power and heat we can
help businesses achieve energy independence, while saving money and becoming
better stewards of the environment.”

The technology is based on a hybrid PEM
design operating up to 65ºC. When powered by natural gas, it dramatically reduces
the environmental impact of producing
electricity by cutting carbon dioxide emissions by approximately 35 to 40%, compared to traditional production from the
power grid.
Roughly the size
of a standard refrigerator and incorporating
a system for real-time remote monitoring,
this innovative fuel cell technology also
reduces to trace levels other typical
pollutants, such as volatile organic compounds, ash and particulates.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
MONITORING
Earlier this year, ClearEdge Power secured a
$2.8 million combined industry and government award. A grocery store, greenhouse,
hotel and community college will be among
a diverse group of West Coast organizations
testing the next generation of fuel cells. The
Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) will monitor the
systems and measure the energy savings
that the systems are expected to
provide. The federal portion of funding for
this award was provided by the Fuel Cell
Technologies Program of the DOE’s Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.
“Combined heat and power fuel cell systems can help smaller commercial buildings
with high energy demands reap significant
savings in energy cost and use”, said Mike
Rinker, the research program manager at
PNNL. “We anticipate that this type of
system could reduce the fuel costs and carbon footprint of a commercial building by
approximately
40%,
compared
with
conventional
electricity
and
heat
use.” www.clearedgepower.com
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associated with range limitations and
extended recharging times of battery
electric vehicles.

SHOWCASE OF FUEL CELL
VEHICLES IN FRANCE

“Historically, infrastructure limitations and
technology readiness had been perceived
to be key factors behind some manufacturers’ reticence to deploy fuel cell cars on a
wide scale. However, with programmes such
as Germany’s H2Mobility and other similar
work in Japan and South Korea focused on
market deployment from 2015, combined
with significant investments in infrastructure
and fuel cell electric commercial readiness,
these cars will start to become increasingly
prevalent on the streets over the next few
years,” said Dr. Henri Winand, CEO, Intelligent Energy. “Events such as the one organised by Air Liquide are important to assist
with the deployment of fuel cell electric
vehicles in France. It is an occasion to
demonstrate the maturity of fuel cell electric
vehicles and infrastructure to public
authority figures and the
media.” www.intelligent-energy.com

Intelligent Energy participated alongside
some of the world’s biggest automotive
manufacturers at an event in Paris hosted by
Air Liquide. The event showcased an
unprecedented array of cutting-edge
hydrogen mobility technology from the likes
of Daimler, Honda, Hyundai, Michelin and
Toyota, including a Fuel Cell Black Cab and
Suzuki Fuel Cell Scooter, both powered by
Intelligent Energy clean fuel cell engines. Air
Liquide invited public authorities and journalists to discover the technology’s high safety
standards,
maturity
and
efficiency.
Attendees were given the opportunity to
discuss the roll-out of the hydrogen infrastructure and to ride in vehicles, including
the Fuel Cell Black Cab, in order to
experience real life driving conditions.

MARSHALL PRESENTS DIESEL
FUEL CELL
Marshall Land Systems demonstrated a silent
diesel fuel cell generator at the DSEi Exhibition in London this September.
The
generator is the first result from an industrial
partnership with Nordic Power Systems (NPS),
and is based on the NPS patented cool
flame reformer technology.

For Air Liquide, the event was an opportunity
to raise public awareness of the uses of
hydrogen as a clean new energy carrier in
order to enable the development of this
field
for
sustainable
mobility
in
France.
“Hydrogen technologies are
already available, safe and efficient”,
explained Pierre-Etienne Franc, VP of Future
Technologies. “It is potentially a colossal
market, thus it is worth making an early commitment. A global automotive market share
of 1 percent for fuel-cell-powered cars
would represent 15 billion euros in sales for
the industrial-gas industry.” Intelligent Energy
recently worked with PSA Peugeot Citroën in
France to develop the H2Origin light urban
delivery vehicles, which addressed issues

The fuel cell system is believed to be the first
of its kind. It is expected to attract potential
customers across the defence industry
because of its ability to produce electricity
and heat from regular diesel. The system
operates silently and is virtually emissionfree.
www.nordicpowersystems.com
www.marshall-ls.com
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ENVIRONMENT
AGENCY
HAS UNUSUAL USE FOR FUEL
CELL!
UPS Systems has installed a direct methanol
fuel cell (DMFC) at the Environment
Agency’s Woolston Weir fishery. The fuel cell
will aid the Environment Agency’s conservation work by providing power to telemetry
and CCTV equipment at an ‘eel pass’ to
monitor the endangered species’ journey
upstream to fresh water.

The number of young eels migrating into
European rivers has fallen to less than 5% of
1980s levels, the exact causes of which are
as yet unclear. Ease of movement for elvers
into important water courses for protection,
reproduction and growth is a key factor in
maximising their breeding success. The
newly designed eel pass at Woolston has
been installed to allow the easy movement
of eels between stretches of river, overcoming the concern that older-style flap gates
can pose a significant obstacle for eels in
their migratory movements. To monitor the
success of the new eel pass, the Environment Agency has installed a monitoring and
telemetry system which uses CCTV to record
and monitor the eels’ journeys.
To provide power to the eel pass, UPS Systems has installed an EFOY Pro 2200 DMFC
alongside two load-carrying batteries
hooked up in parallel. The DMFC acts as a
charger to ensure the batteries are kept at
optimum voltage at all times. The system
provides continuous power to a water pump
that oxygenates a holding tank where the
eels are counted and checked.
It also

powers a web cam and the telemetry
system. “Fuel cells offer the potential to run
electrical devices at remote locations
where laying in mains supply is too costly
and batteries alone cannot supply enough
power or duration,” said Wesley Irving from
the Environment Agency’s Evidence Directorate’s Innovation Team. “As the methanol
fuel is increasingly being produced from
renewable power we can consider our
remote monitoring stations as running on
clean energy. This fits well with our environmental policies for carbon reduction.” Tom
Sperrey, Managing Director at UPS Systems,
said, “Unlike their ‘electric’ namesakes, glass
eels don’t generate their own power.
Instead, the DMFC offers the Environment
Agency long runtimes and zero emissions so
it won’t interfere with the eels’ natural
habitat.”
www.upssystems.co.uk

FIRST COMMERCIAL-SCALE
AFC SYSTEM
AFC Energy has successfully completed the
commissioning of its first commercial-scale
fuel cell system (the “Beta System”) at its
premises. This follows the successful completion of their Hazard and Operability study,
followed by a demonstration of electrical
power generation. This first Beta System will
now be used primarily for testing and development work to prepare for commercialization. AFC Energy is planning to deploy additional Beta systems for the first field trials.
Ian Balchin, AFC Energy's Executive Deputy
Chairman, said: “This is a significant milestone for AFC Energy. Commissioning of the
Beta System is the culmination of two years’
work by our dedicated team and is a remarkable achievement. It puts us well on
our way to delivering a low-cost, low-carbon
alternative to conventional electricity generation.” The technical progress of recent
months goes hand-in-hand with the development of commercial opportunities in a
range of markets, including tie-ups with Linc
Energy, the John Lewis Partnership, and
N2telligence GmbH. www.afcenergy.com
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FUELCELL ENERGY EXPANDING INTO
NEW MARKETS
POSCO POWER INSTALLS
FUEL CELL IN INDONESIA
FuelCell Energy Inc has announced its
market expansion into Asia with the sale of
a 300 kW Direct FuelCell® (DFC®) module
to partner POSCO Power for installation at a
showcase location in Indonesia by the end
of 2012. POSCO Power will combine the fuel
cell module with locally manufactured
balance of plant and install the complete
fuel cell power plant at Ancol Dreamland
water park resort in Jakarta, Indonesia, one
of the most highly visited tourist destinations
in Southeast Asia. This high exposure installation will demonstrate the benefits of ultra
clean, efficient and reliable power generation as POSCO Power develops a market for
megawatt class power plants in Southeast
Asia, starting with Indonesia and to be followed
by
Thailand,
Malaysia
and
Singapore.
“Establishing a presence in Jakarta with a
Direct FuelCell power plant is the first overseas expansion for POSCO Power and is the
first commercial stationary fuel cell power
plant to be installed in Southeast Asia
outside of South Korea,” said Soung-Sik Cho,
Chief Executive Officer for POSCO Power. “I
am pleased to be leading POSCO Power as
the organization moves from a technology
importer to a green and high-tech ambassador of ultra-clean and efficient fuel cell
power generation in Asia.”

INCREMENTAL GROWTH TO
MEET DEMAND
Indonesia is the fourth most populous
country in the world with a population of
approximately 245 million and is the world’s
eighth largest producer of natural gas. With
growing power needs from an expanding
urban middle class, Indonesian utilities need
scalable baseload distributed generation.

The virtual lack of emissions combined with
the quiet operation of DFC plants, makes
them very suitable for siting in populated
areas. The scalable nature of DFC plants
permits utilities to add power in cost
effective increments as demand warrants.
Distributed generation also improves energy
security and energy reliability, while
reducing the need to build and maintain
costly transmission and distribution.
“POSCO Power has ordered 140 megawatts
of Direct FuelCell power plants and fuel cell
components since 2007,” said Chip Bottone,
President and CEO for FuelCell Energy.
“With this strong market development base
of expertise and having developed strong
ties with the Indonesian Government,
POSCO Power is well positioned to build on
their success in South Korea with fuel cell
power plant exports throughout Indonesia
and Southeast Asia.” DFC plants are fuel
flexible, operating on natural gas or renewable biogas. Given Indonesia’s abundant
supplies of domestic natural gas and their
desire to reduce pollutants and carbon
emissions, DFC plants are an attractive
power generation solution for Indonesian
utilities and independent power producers.

FUEL CELLS QUALIFY UNDER
RENEWABLE STANDARD
Expansion into the Asian market follows
upon several years of co-operation between FuelCell Energy and POSCO Power.
“Fuel cells address the needs of the South
Korean market for ultra-clean and efficient
power that is generated continuously,” said
Soung-Sik Cho. “We expect fuel cells to play
a significant role in meeting the new and
renewable power needs for South Korea
under the Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS) and we want to ensure that POSCO
Power is positioned to meet the
demand.”
South Korea adopted a
Renewable Portfolio Standard in 2010 to
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promote clean energy, reduce carbon
emissions, and develop a local green industry
to promote economic growth. Beginning in
2012, 350 MW of renewable energy per year is
mandated through to 2016, and 700 MW per
year through to 2022. Fuel cells operating on
natural gas and biogas fully qualify under the
RPS and earned a prominent position within
the RPS pricing mechanism due to their efficient and reliable generation of ultra-clean
power.
“The latest order from POSCO enables FuelCell
Energy to maintain production at an annual
rate of 55 MW,” said Chip Bottone. “Higher
production levels will drive product costs down
further as we achieve manufacturing and purchasing efficiencies. Our relationship with POSCO Power is an excellent
example of the
market for fuel cells where value is placed on
ultra-clean baseload
distributed generation
and where we have a strong local partner to
grow the market,” continued Mr. Bottone.
As the market in Indonesia and South-east Asia
develops, FuelCell Energy will build and export
the core fuel cell components to South Korea,
where POSCO Power will stack the
components to create fuel cell modules and
add the electrical and mechanical balance
of plant. In addition to the revenue generated
from the sale of components, POSCO Power
will pay a royalty to FuelCell Energy for each
complete power plant built under a 2009 licensing agreement. POSCO Power recently
completed construction of a fuel cell module
assembly facility and balance of plant facilities
designed
for
100
MW
annual
capacity.

HUGE MARKETS FOR CO2
SEPARATION
FuelCell Energy has been awarded $3million
by the U.S. Department of Energy to evaluate
the use of Direct FuelCells® to separate
carbon dioxide (CO2) from the emissions of
existing coal-fired power plants. Efficient and
cost-effective carbon capture can then lead
to the sequestration of this greenhouse gas,
preventing its release into the atmosphere.

“FuelCell Energy has over 80 Direct FuelCell
power plants providing ultra-clean power and
usable high quality heat at more than 50 locations globally,” commented Tony Leo, Vice
President Applications Engineering and New
Technology, FuelCell Energy. “This award
enables us to expand the use of our existing
commercial technology to develop an additional application with significant market potential, namely the ability for our power plants
to economically capture carbon dioxide from
the emissions of conventional fossil fuel-fired
power plants.”
FuelCell Energy’s carbonate fuel cell technology separates and concentrates CO2 as a
side reaction during the power generation
process. Research already conducted by
FuelCell Energy has demonstrated that DFC is
a viable technology for the efficient separation of CO2 from a variety of industrial facility
flue gases, such as cement plants and refineries. In addition to the carbon capture, the research also verified that DFC technology is capable of destroying some of the nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions in flue gas streams, thus reducing the cost of NOx removal equipment.
The award from the DOE will fund further research to assess the capability of DFC technology to separate the CO2 within the flue gas
emitted by existing coal fired power plants in a
cost-effective manner. Technologies currently
in use to capture CO2 from the emissions of
coal fired power plants are energy-intensive
with high operating costs. DFC power plants
do not require additional power to separate
the C02 and potentially represent an efficient
and cost-effective approach to separating
CO2 while generating ultra-clean power.
Successfully attaining the project goals of
capturing at least 90% of the CO2 from the
coal-fired power plant emissions within the
DOE’s cost targets may lead to a
demonstration project with a DFC power plant
installation at an existing coal-fired power
plant.
Efficient and cost-effective carbon
capture from coal-fired power plants is a
potentially large global market, as coal is
widely used to generate electricity. Additionally, DFC carbon capture technology can be
used where onsite power generation is desired
and carbon dioxide is sequestered or utilized
as a commodity. www.fce.com
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OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY WITH UTC BUSES
UTC Power has announced that one of its
latest generation PureMotion® System
Model 120 fuel cell powerplants for hybridelectric transit buses has surpassed 10,000
operating hours in real-world service with its
original cell stacks and no cell replacements. This powerplant is onboard an
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC
Transit) bus operating in the Greater Oakland, California area.
UTC Power has provided fuel cells for fleet
transportation since 1998, powering buses in
the United States, Spain, Italy and Belgium.
The Model 120 powerplant was introduced
into commercial service in 2005 and represents more than nine years of research and
development. It is a quiet, efficient, zeroemission proton exchange membrane
(PEM) fuel cell system for heavy duty
vehicles.
Dana Kaplinski, manager of UTC Power’s
transportation business, said: “The new
technology we introduced in 2007 has
surpassed our customers’ expectations.
Buses equipped with the Model 120 fuel cell
system have travelled more than 630,000
miles, a significant accomplishment as we
continue to make progress toward the commercialization of fuel cell buses.”

There are now 18 transit buses in commercial service powered by PureMotion System
Model 120 fuel cell powerplants.

AND

These buses are operating in California (AC
Transit and SunLine Transit) and Connecticut
(CTTransit). The Model 120 powerplants have
consistently maintained 90% average availability while operating in commercial transit
service since February 2008 – meaning the
units are operational and available to
power the buses on scheduled runs 90% of
the time. This reliability surpasses transit
industry targets of 85% availability for
conventional engines.

“Since late 2005, AC Transit has accumulated more than 400,000 miles of service and
carried in excess of one million passengers
on its fleet of fuel cell buses powered by UTC
Power fuel cell power plants,” said Jaimie
Levin, AC Transit’s Director of Alternative
Fuels Policy and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Program
Manager. “Our passengers love these buses,
as well as our mechanics and drivers. We
are extremely pleased and impressed with
the performance of the UTC Power nearambient pressure fuel cell system, and our
entire staff is proud to be a part of the team
that has reached this critical milestone.”
CTTransit is also pleased with the performance of the PureMotion Systems aboard
their fleet of fuel cell-powered hybridelectric transit buses. “CTTransit has operated fuel cell buses since 2007 and we have
seen remarkable progress in powerplant
durability,” said Steve Warren, assistant general manager-maintenance services for
CTTransit.
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“We operate the newest fleet of four fuel cell
buses in the same urban conditions and routes
as our diesel fleet, from snowstorms to the
recent heat wave, and their performance has
been outstanding.”

NEWS
THE
FUTURE
OF
TRANSPORTATION TODAY
Vision Industries Corp. has received a Letter of
Intent from Total Transportation Services, Inc.
(TTSI) of Rancho Dominguez, California, to
purchase one hundred zero emission Tyrano™
hydrogen fuel cell-electric class 8 heavy-duty
trucks, at a total purchase price of
approximately $27million dollars. The order is
subject to the successful trial of the initial vehicle which was delivered in July.

The four new buses joined another bus that
has been in service since 2007 that is also
powered by a fuel cell from UTC Power. The
durability and reliability of the previous generation powerplant proved that the technology works and encouraged CTTransit to invest
further in buses powered by the PureMotion
System. To accommodate its growing fuel cell
bus fleet, CTTransit is building a new garage to
store up to six fuel cell buses and is installing a
hydrogen fueling station at their headquarters.

Buses powered by the PureMotion System are
more than two times more fuel efficient than a
diesel-powered bus and are emission-free,
generating no soot or smog-forming pollutants.
Compared to a diesel version, every bus
equipped with a UTC Power PureMotion
system reduces nitrogen oxide emissions
equivalent to removing 77 cars from the road
per year and creates the same carbon
dioxide benefits as planting 31 acres of
forest.
www.utcpower.com

The Letter of Intent also opens the door for TTSI
to purchase an additional three hundred
Vision trucks, bringing the total value of a TTSI
sales contract to approximately $108 million
dollars.
“We are pleased to see such demand from a trucking company of TTSI’s
caliber. It underlines our assumptions that there
are multiple commercial applications for our
hydrogen powered zero emission big rigs in
today’s trucking industry,” said Martin
Schuermann, CEO of Vision Industries
Corp. TTSI will test the first Vision Tyrano™ zero
emission truck in commercial revenue
service.
It will perform typical drayage
operations, hauling freight containers from port
terminals in the Ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach to rail yards and other distribution
facilities.
Vic La Rosa, President of Total Transportation
Services, Inc. said: “Up and above the benefit
of zero emissions, we at TTSI feel that this fuel
format is the only true way to break our
dependence on imported fuel. Hydrogen is
the most abundant resource on the
planet.”
TTSI took delivery of the initial zero emission
truck at Vision’s El Segundo R&D Facility. The
Kick-Off Event was called
“The Birthplace
of the Hydrogen Economy – the Future of
Transportation Today.” The vehicle is part of
a project funded jointly by Vision and the Ports
of Long Beach and Los Angeles through
the
Technology Advancement Program.
www.visionmotorcorp.com
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HIGH POWER
RESULTS

DENSITY

AUTOMOTIVE
PARTNER
EVALUATION PROGRAM
ITM Power has announced the outcome of a
nine month fuel cell project. The project
focused on ITM Power’s proprietary hydrocarbon membrane materials and their
evaluation in high power density hydrogen/
air fuel cells. This work was supported by the
Carbon Trust as part of the ‘Polymer Fuel
Cells Challenge’. The project objectives,
which were defined by automotive industry
experts, were all achieved.
ITM Power is now engaging with automotive
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
and key organisations in the fuel cell supply
chain to undertake early stage qualification
of its membrane materials as part of the
Company’s Partner Evaluation Programme.
The next phase of the process will involve
further acquisition of test data, while undertaking full life cycle cost analysis using the
Carbon Trust’s cost model.
Increasing power density is widely accepted
as the single most important factor in
reducing the cost of fuel cells. ITM Power’s
materials have shown the ability to generate
unprecedented power density when using
either oxygen (>5.5W/cm2) or air (>2.1W/
cm2). This project consolidated this capability by examining the impact of operating in
environments and conditions required by the
automotive industry. This included sensitivity
to reduced catalyst loading, gas pressure,
humidity, temperature and stoichiometry.
In addition, longevity studies were initiated
and benchmarking was carried out against
industry standard materials. The project was
undertaken at a single test cell level and
sought to reduce the risk of introducing a
component using new materials.

FUEL

CELL

INDUSTRY
PERFORMANCE
TARGETS FOR FUEL CELL
CARS
The mass roll out of fuel cell electric vehicles
is scheduled to begin in 2015 and the
industry has set a number of challenging
performance and cost targets as guidelines
for the automotive fuel cell supply chain.
One review, undertaken by NOW GmbH,
identified a performance target of 1W/cm2
at 670mV as being an aspiration for OEMs.
The same report concluded
that
the
performance was not currently achievable.
ITM Power has exceeded this power density
target.

PERFORMANCE AND FULL
LIFE COST MODELLING
The drivers for the adoption of ITM’s materials
in automotive applications are a complex
set of performance, reliability and cost
criteria. However, the availability of high
power density fuel cells at low cost would
enable more compact integration of fuel
cell drive trains into a variety of vehicle platforms and reduce vehicle weight per kW of
power delivery. The results obtained by ITM
Power’s materials will be independently
analysed via a comprehensive cost model
developed by the Carbon Trust. This will
enable costs to be projected and described
in $/kW. The outcome of these analyses will
be made available once complete.
Durability results will be the last step in understanding the full life cost advantages of the
ITM Power membrane technology.
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COMMERCIALISATION AND
BUSINESS MODEL
Commercialisation of ITM Power’s novel
Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) will
be using a licensing business model. The
Partner Evaluation Programme is the first
step in the commercialization process. ITM
Power intends to build on early relationships
with potential end users and seek routes to
jointly develop the materials with partners
with skills and experience which could further accelerate progress. Commenting for
ITM Power, Graham Cooley, CEO, said: “The
enthusiasm that has been shown by the
automotive industry and fuel cell supply
chain for the MEA developments has been
very encouraging. We now move to OEM
partner evaluation to demonstrate our MEA
performance as a first step to commercialization.”
Commenting for the Carbon Trust, Robert
Trezona, Technology Director, said: “This
project has been a huge success. The progress made by ITM Power over the course of
nine months is significant and is testament
to the capability of its materials technology.
The Carbon Trust is delighted to have
assisted with this achievement and looks
forward to providing further introductions
and downstream industry cost analysis.
Further technical information is available as
an
appendix
to
this
article
at
www.fuelcellpower.org.uk or at www.itmpower.com

EXPANDING MARKETS
BENELUX COUNTRIES

become a national leader in the deployment of renewable generation and the
introduction of zero-emission transportation
in cities, using highly innovative but proven
technology. Current projects include:
City buses and hydrogen
refuelling stations
Renewable energy supply for
mobile telecom base stations
Energy storage for renewable energy sites
ITM Power will provide hydrogen generation, storage and dispensing technology
through its HFuel technology platform and
hydrogen energy system expertise for
integrating electrolysers and fuel cells.
Commenting for ITM Power, Graham Cooley, CEO, said: “Renewable energy policies
are well developed in the Benelux countries
and the deployment of hydrogen as a
clean fuel is gaining momentum.” Theo
Hendriks, Managing Director of DFC added:
“We have been impressed with the HOST
trials developed by ITM Power in the UK and
with
the
HFuel
refuelling
station
technology. Partnering with ITM Power provides the opportunity to introduce their
technology to the rapidly expanding alternative energy market in the Benelux countries.”

STORING RENEWABLES

IN

ITM Power has announced its cooperation
with the Dutch Fuel Cell consortium (DFC)
for the development of hydrogen energy
system projects for clean fuel and energy
storage applications. DFC has developed
an extensive network of technology and
marketing partners in the Benelux countries
and is engaged in the development, implementation and exploitation of energy systems based on fuel cells and alternative
energy technologies. By bringing together
consortia of experienced partners, DFC has

During his visit to ITM Power (see page 4)
HRH the Duke of York was shown their range
of hydrogen generation equipment for energy storage and clean fuel production by
Dr Simon Bourne. Of particular interest was
the Company’s high efficiency HBox-Solar
product that stores intermittent renewable
energy as hydrogen. www.itm-power.com
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NEDSTACK MAKES LARGEST FUEL CELL
FOR CHLORINE PLANT
Nedstack PEM fuel cells will generate electricity for Solvay’s chlorine plant in Lillo, near
Antwerp. This PEM Power Plant, with a 1
megawatt (MW) capacity delivered by
12,600 fuel cell stacks, is the largest of this
type in the world. The PEM Power Plant converts hydrogen, a by-product in the chlorine
industry, into electricity and heat. Chlorine
and caustic soda production are highly
energy-intensive industries. Nedstack’s PEM
Power Plant enables them to self-generate
20% of their total electricity consumption.
Nedstack commissioned MTSA in Arnhem to
build the Power Plant.

The 1 MW PEM Power Plant was transported
by low loader truck from Arnhem to
Antwerp. In addition to 1 MW of electricity,
the Power Plant also generates 1 MW of
heat, to be reused in the production process for significant additional cost savings.
Another advantage is that PEM fuel cells
are emission-free. With PEM Power Plants,
the industry significantly contributes to
meeting European targets to reduce
energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

20,000 HOURS INDUSTRIAL
OPERATION PROJECTED
In 2007, Nedstack built a smaller model, with
a capacity of 70 kW, for AkzoNobel in
Delfzijl. Nedstack’s fuel cells are running in
industrial conditions and proved to have a
remarkably long life span. The fuel cells are
showing an extremely low degradation
rate. The performance loss over the past
10,000 hours is only 5%, which suggests that
this generation of cells will reach a lifetime

of over 20,000 hours. Such a long life expectancy makes PEM fuel cells attractive
for base-load applications, where besides
initial stack purchasing costs a long, predictable lifetime is an important factor in
the total cost of ownership. The Akzo Power
Plant, which has been in operation for four
years now, requires minimum maintenance
and is monitored at a distance by
Nedstack.
While PEM fuel cell lifetimes of 10,000 hours
and more have been demonstrated at cell
and stack level before, Frank de Bruijn, Nedstack’s CTO, claims that this accomplishment is unique: “Our PEM Power Plant is
operated at an industrial site which exposes
fuel cell stacks to conditions that are
harsher than in the laboratory. Start-stops,
emergency shut-downs and air contaminants are all part of the game. The fact that
our stacks survive these with a low voltage
decay over such a long time is excellent for
international standards. On top of that, the
degradation is also extremely constant over
this set of 300 cells, indicating a very high
quality
and
providing
very
good
predictability. It proves that our stack
hardware is robust and that we are using
the right membrane electrode assembly
(MEA) technology for this application”
Nedstack is the biggest independent PEM
fuel cell producer in Europe and the second
largest worldwide. AkzoNobel started the
development of fuel cells in 1989 and this
expertise was transferred to Nedstack when
it started as an independent enterprise in
1998. Nedstack’s fuel cells have been in
commercial operation since 2007. PEM
hydrogen fuel cells are the most versatile
type of fuel cells available and Nedstack’s
customers integrate these into systems to
power various applications: backup electricity supply for telecom, rail and utilities;
continuous supply for telecom base stations
and radio towers; continuous energy supply
in the chlorine, caustic soda and sodium
chlorate industries; and electricity supply for
electric city buses. www.nedstack.com
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TOPSOE AND WARTSILA PREPARE FOR
COMMERCIALIZATION
Topsoe Fuel Cell of Denmark is expanding its
stack production facilities ready for commercial applications between 2012 and
2015. The inauguration of the new plant is
planned for December 2012 – as Topsoe
Fuel Cell expect demand to exceed current
capacity in 2013. The new facility is an
important step towards industrialization of
stack manufacture, using state-of-the-art
production technology. It will also enable
Topsoe Fuel Cell to improve quality and
speed up cost reduction.

FUEL CELLS FOR THE ASIAN
‘SMART GRID’
Topsoe Fuel Cell has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with South Korean SK Holdings, which includes a very strong initiative
to commercialize fuel cells in small units for
private housing, as well as in large stationary
units. The Memorandum gives a unique
opportunity for Topsoe Fuel Cell to demonstrate and supply fuel cell technology for
the fast-growing Asian economy, and it is a
significant step towards the upcoming
commercialization of fuel cells. SK Holdings
is
particularly
interested
in
“smart
grids”.
Fuel cell technology makes it
possible to supply fuel for the network when
the demand on site is low. When demand is
higher, power can be received back from
the network. Fuel cell technology fits well
with South Korea’s energy strategy, which
focuses on green energy technologies – as
emphasized in the ‘Green Growth Alliance’,
which South Korea and Denmark have recently initiated.

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY
Topsoe Fuel Cell produces fuel cells, stacks
and PowerCoresTM, based on solid oxide fuel
cell technology (SOFC). The PowerCore

comes with the components required to
facilitate integration by the appliance
integrator. The fuel cells can form the basis
of a wide array of clean and efficient
energy solutions, for auxiliary power units
(APU), micro combined heat and power for
homes and distributed generation for larger
premises, such as hospitals and supermarkets. Topsoe Fuel Cell has co-operated with
Wärtsilä of Finland in the development of
SOFC-systems for clean and efficient
distributed power generation. At the New
Energy plant in Vasa, Finland, a unit is
running on landfill gas, supplying electricity
for the surrounding homes. Wärtsilä sees a
role for distributed energy with fuel cells in
telecom/data centres, hospitals, banks,
hotels, malls, offices and industries.

FUEL CELLS FOR SHIPS

Wartsila has installed a solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) on board the car-carrying ship
“Undine”, which is owned by Wallenius
Marine AB. The unit operates on methanol,
with CO2 and water as the only by-products
of the process. “Fuel cells give a very important opportunity for the development of
more sustainable seafaring,” said Topsoe’s
Business Development Manager, Andreas
Benedict Richter. Wartsila has also installed
a molten carbonate fuel cell APU on board
Viking Lady, a demonstration ship incorporating advanced energy management.
www.topsoefuelcell.com www.wartsila.com
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NEWS

FUEL
CELLS
PROPEL
REGIONAL CHAMPIONS!
I

In the Shell Eco-Marathon Asia, a new
breed of high‐efficiency hydrogen fuel cells
designed by Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies
propelled two student teams from
Singapore to the regional champions
podium.

EVENTS
14th – 16th December 2011, 4th European
Fuel Cell Technology & Applications Piero
Lunghi Conference, Rome, Italy
www.europeanfuelcell.it
29th March 2012 Smart Hydrogen and Fuel
Cell Power , Birmingham UK
www.climate-change-solutions.co.uk

The winning teams, from the National
University of Singapore (NUS) and Ngee
Ann Polytechnic, experimented with Horizon’s new 1kW hydrogen power solution, a
highly efficient, compact fuel cell system
that weighs only 3.6kg.
The event brought together 94 student
teams from 12 countries all over Asia, “This
year saw close to 10 competition‐grade
hydrogen fuel cell powered vehicles
designed by student teams from a number
of different Asian countries” said Taras
Wankewycz,
Horizon’s
co-founder.
The
Singapore‐designed, award‐winning
hydrogen vehicles were featured at the
Clean Energy Expo Asia, which took place
in November this year as
part of the
Energy
Week
in
Singapore.
www.horizonfuelcell.com

11th – 12th April 2012, Fuel Cells 2012 Science and Technology, Berlin, Germany.
Grove Conference organized by Elsevier.
www.fuelcelladvances.com
23rd – 27th April 2012, the 18th Group Exhibit
Hydrogen + Fuel Cells, Hannover Messe,
Germany www.h2fc-fair.com
23rd – 24th May 2012 All-Energy 2012,
Aberdeen, Scotland www.all-energy.com

Fuel Cell Power ‘s blog brings you news about fuel cells and related technologies as it arises. It covers
all types of fuel cells and their applications for portable power, CHP and transport. Fuel cells utilize
fossil fuels or energy from waste efficiently. They can equally be powered by hydrogen which
balances the electrical load obtained from intermittent renewable energy sources. Articles and
features on the operation of fuel cells will enable potential operators to plan for long term energy
efficiency, price stability and cuts in harmful emissions.
www.fuelcellpower.org.uk
Fuel Cell Power provides information on the practical application of fuel cells. It is produced by the
family and friends of the late Dr F T Bacon OBE, FRS, who dedicated his life to the development of
fuel cell technology. Information can be obtained from:
Jean Aldous, Editor, Fuel Cell Power, The Gallery, The Street, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9QG.
Telephone : 01359 245073
www.hydrogen.co.uk www.futureenergies.com www.fuelcellpower.co.uk
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